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Behold, The
Koala
For those who aren’t aware, by taking this paper you
have just become part of a proud tradition. You also are
supporting rape. Just so you know. The Koala has been
a shameful institution at SDSU since aught-four. To
the new freshmen, we welcome you. You stayed awake
through enough of high school to get a diploma, you
passed your SATs, you wrote your essays, you waited
patiently for the reults. And then had to fall back on
your safety school. You have just begun your new life
at the 99 Cent Store of academic institutions.
I encourage you to soak it all in. That’s what I’ve been
doing for the past six years.
And for those of you who are returning students. I first
of all want commend you on not being picked up in the
wide-sweeping net of Operation Sudden Fall, we tried
to warn you. Seriously though, what the fuck? Why
did the DEA decide to have it all go down at the end of
the year? We could have had so much material if they
would have done it in September. WTF DEA? They
Dear Koala and mindless followers,
Your newspaper is the biggest load of dog feces I have ever come across.
I am an open minded individual with a strong belief that freedom of
speech and freedom of the press are essential to this country, however,
your paper makes a mockery of this and just fuels people to want to censor
these types of publications. Personally, I would like to see some names of
the infamous degenerates who are associated with this paper but that will
never happen because you are all a bunch of pussies. You are so willing
to degrade others but can’t take any ribbing yourselves. This toilet paper
belongs in my buttcrack wiping the shit out of my ass because thats all its
good for. From this point on I will make it my duty to burn every copy of
your paper I see and I urge the rest of the people who feel as I feel to do
exactly the same.
Fuck You, Im Out

Infamous Degenerates
Eric O, Zach, Danny, Kristy
Bunch of Pussies
Tedy, Buzz Danger, George L., Alex T.
Mockery Makers
Khemical Ali, Stevie Y., MaryO, Sipp
Dogg, Alex M.
Mindless Followers
Sam Skillz, JRhode

The views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala at SDSU and its members. The views expressed in this publication do not represent those of the publisher or the
advertisers.

www.sdsu.koalahq.com
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The Koala Presents...

The Manual Segway

				
Eddie Bauer Ed.
Zero carbon emissions,
and you can move your
refrigerator!
• Vulcanized rubber
grips.
• Crimson red paint
made from 100%
environmentalist
nose bleeds.

should consult with all local student-run comedy/smut papers before doing that again.
So let us all now get down to the Biz. The
brass tacks if you will. All of you are looking
for something new this semester. You still have
two years at least of general education classes.
Your frat got kicked off campus. You are realizing that there is no employer out there that is
just waiting for you and your English degree
to come along so that they can give you bags
of green green money. If you are a freshman,
disregard this (You are too much of a big cool
college student for this paper. First, you will
join the Daily Aztec for three months before
running away.  Then, you will float amongs
several Facebook groups before experience
the gaping vaginal hole in your chest that I am
referring to.) But now you are asking, “Editor, what gaping vagina did you vaguely refer
to before the very long parentheticals?” Well, I
am referring to THE gaping vagina, the all encompassing gaping vagina of doing something
with your life while you wait for the shrooms
to kick in. This is where the Koala’s furry,
marsupial dick can fill your gaping vagina.
If you find yourself with some free time during the semester and have some hate you want
to vent, why not relax at a Koala meeting? We
are a nice, friendly, fun loving, and drunk girl
loving people despite what you may hear from
the LGBTSU, Associated Students, Students
with Disabilities, Unite for Site, the blacks, the

browns, the reallly whites, the evangelicals, the jews, the
muslims, the slanty-eyeds, the roundy eyes, the residents of the
college area, the administration, or your professors, or your T.A.’s,
or you R.A.’s, or your parents, or your siblings or SDSU alumni.

-Ed
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The World Famous Koala Top 5 Lists:
Top 5 Differences if The Koala was your
RA:
1. Much more confiscation of beer and
drugs
2. Floor meetings would consist of PBR
and Top 5 writing
3. Mandatory drinking hours
4. Sheepish female Koalas spotted leaving
every morning
5. Cuddly factor is off the scale
6. Would attend, review, hook up with a
drunk slut, and only then break up the party
7. Would only get written up for not
inviting us to the gangbang
8. Increased diversity, white girls, Asian
girls, black girls, fat girls, retarded girls,
black fat retarded girls...
Top Five Things You’ll Tell Your
Grandkids about SDSU:
1. I started the syphilis outbreak of ‘07
2. And ‘09
3. I used to get so drunk I thought your
grandmas herpes were Skittles
4. It wasn’t always part of Mexico
5. Last time I sat here I was having sex
6. Carl Weathers was my R.A.
7. SDSU is where I got this barcode on my
neck
Top 5 Thoughts of an SDSU Freshman:
1. WTF is The Koala?
2. There’s no harm in going home with this
SAE
3. They’ll find a cure for AIDS soon
enough, condom schmondom
4. Maybe if I spray the whole can of Axe
my virginity will smell less
5. What’s with all the bow-legged females?
Is there a horseback riding class?
6. Didn’t Letterman already do Top 10
lists?
7. Thank god I didn’t get into UCSD
8. Uhhhhh.......... yeahhh..........
9. Who is Carl Weathers?
Top 5 Reasons You’re In a Frat:
1. Consensual sex lost its thrill
2. Marines found you to be too
“douchebaggy”
3. Didn’t realize you joined until third week
of pledging
4. $700 to rent a friend for a semester was
too good of a deal to pass up
5. To promote the concepts of friendship,
justice and learning... and fuck hot sluts
6. Hope that by joining an all male
organization your mom will stop referring
to you as “The queer son”
7. You couldn’t get pussy any other way
Top 5 Reasons Latinos Won’t Vote for
Obama:
1. Incorrect subject-gender agreement
2. Enrique Iglesias hasn’t backed a
candidate yet
3. (Illegible reason submitted by
uneducated Latino)
4. Too busy scrubbing puke stains out of

Chappy toilets
5. Since when do we let Latinos vote?
6. Busy trying to buy Penicillin to cure
Obama Fever
7. Still don’t trust the white man
8. Can’t fit leafblowers into voting booth
9. Don’t have voting booths in front of
Home Depot
10. Don’t underestimate the political power
of Chuck Norris
Top 5 Reasons My Neighbors Hate Me:
1. I make sure every girl I sleep with is a
screamer
2. And whenever I don’t take home a girl I
scream and throw dildos at the wall
3. I was their baby-sitter for 3 years, before
I was forced to register as a sex offender
4. The burning cross in the front yard can’t
help
5. I keep trying to sell them back their
stolen radios
6. Apparently anthrax is not an acceptable
substitute for a cup-full of sugar
Top 5 Best Parts about Dating an 8-Year
Old:
1. Kids eat free night at Denny’s
2. 7 year olds are too immature
3. Instant access to the rest of their cub
scout pack
4. No pesky pubic hair to get caught
between your teeth
5. You can forge their permission slips to
get out of class
6. Always have a ready D.D.
7. Birthday parties + Rohipnol = Bloody
good fun
8. No PMS
9. 1 1/2 Mikes Hard Lemonades and she is
good for the night
10. I bet she has never seen a dick as big as
mine
11. Their lips
12. You’ll finally get laid at Disneyland
13. Lifetime supply of Flintstones
Chewables
14. Dress her up in her mom’s clothes and
she looks like she’s 30

5. Trade it for two pieces of Jesus dark
meat
6. Tell it, “I wish you were a Nilla”
Bottom 5 Summer Movie Sequels:
1. The X-Files: When Skully got Skull
Fucked
2. The Mummy Won’t Fucking Die: And
Neither will Brendan Fraser
3. Die Hard 5: Pop Three and Stay Hard
4. Schindlers List 2: Electric Boogaloo
5. High School Musical 3: Young, Wet, and
Ready
6. Bambi 2: Tropic Thumper
7. Land Before Time XXIX: Extinction
8. The Incredible Hulk 2: Massive
Mulligan
9. Thank God There’s Not Another Teen
Movie
10. American Pie Presents: Girls with Self
Control
11. M. Night Shyamalan’s WTF??!1?!1
12. Indiana Jones and the Pancreatic
Cancer
Top 5 Things 40% of Women Do in Their
Sleep:
1. Finally fucking shut up
2. Become slightly more rapeable
3. Squirt
4. Be 60% more likely to agree to a
threesome
5. Turn no into yes
6. Dream of equality
7. Give up and go back to the kitchen
Top 5 Similarities Between SDSU and
Prison:
1. You know if you spend four years here,
you’re going to get raped
2. You can’t get an internship even after
you get out
3. Both have Theta Chi chapters
4. You can get out in 6-10 with good
behavior
5. You have to sneak drugs in through your
ass now

Top 5 Uses for Used Bikini Wax:
1. Give it to Pubic Locks of Love
2. Homemade floating Chia Candles
3. Chewing gum and floss combo
4. So cancer patients can pretend they’re
Marines
5. Putting finishing touches on the cover of
your womens studies notebook
6. Roleplaying with your 8-year old
7. Sexually explicit voodoo doll.

Top 5 Secret Facts About the Vagina:
1. Were used for hunting by early humans,
but have evolved into a part of the
reproductive system.
2. It killed JFK
3. There’s only five on the whole planet and
every woman takes turns with them.
4. If you build it, they will come
5. Their teeth.
6. The Oommpa Looompa hidden inside,
who does ALL the work
7. It doesn’t cum, it weeps

Bottom 5 Things to do With a
Communion Wafer:
1. Lick it up and down while saying, “Oh
Jesus, does it turn you on when I lick you
here?”
2. Ask for another, “less gamey” piece
3. Say, “First I bless you, now I eat Jew.”
4. Play soggy-body-of-Christ with frat bros.

Let me guess. You and your
drunkass friends could do way
better.
Prove it.
WRITE a Top 5 List at
http://sdsu.koalahq.com
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Migration of The

CAN MAN:
2008
The following was broadcast on the sixteenth of January this year of our Koala, two thousand-eight:
“Yesterday, January 15, 2008, a date which will live in infamy- our most precious crop was suddenly
and deliberately attacked by The City of San Diego… I ask that the Can Man Congress declare that
since the unprovoked and dastardly attack by The City of San Diego on Sunday, Dec. 7, a state of war
has existed between the United Can Peoples and the San Diego Empire. ”
-Can Man D. Roosevelt on the Great Alcohol Beach Ban of 2008.
Yes, it is true. We can no longer enjoy our tasty alcoholic beverages on the beaches of our beautiful, sunny
San Diego. Having gone into effect this past year, the alcohol ban is going to have an impact on more than
just the average beach-goer. I am, of course, referring to the Can Man (Hominis Canoncious), and more specifically the Beach Can Man. The Beach Can Man, not to be confused with The Guy at the Beach With a
Metal Detector™, has been able to survive off of aluminum beverage containers, commonly known as cans;
that is until now.
On July 15th, their supply was cut off and thus began a Can Man migration of monumental proportions, the
largest known to date. The Beach Can Man may be the most recognizable breed, but many forget about the
Inland Can Man. Due to their ninja-esque lifestyle and translucent skin, clothes, and hair is very rare to spot
an Inland Can Man in their natural habitat.
   This is the first time in the history of can collecting that these two breeds have been forced to cross paths,
and the results will be staggering. This sets the stage for an epic battle. As soon as they can agree upon a
time. At press time the beach-goers are still supporting a dawntime engagement while the inlanders hold
fast to an evening setting. A few of the more homo can men have begun to experiment with each other and a
strange new hybrid is sure to ensue. The hybrid is expected to have skin that is thick and leathery as well as
translucent, resulting in the most durable breed of Can Man, known as the Mulatto Can Man.

Tale of the Tape:
Inlanders:		
•
•
•
•
•

Purely nocturnal, pale and skittish
Ninja-esque, jumping fences and scaling walls stealthily
Where the party is, he is twelve steps behind
Can-Kingpins seen driving gaudy 1980s Ford pickups
Smoke three packs a day

Beach Bums:
• Recognizable by leathery skin and turbans
• Usually missing teeth and/or fingers (from
battles with giant can crabs
• Uneasy peace kept with beachgoers. Don’t
provoke them and they won’t provoke you
• If seen away from beach, are often pushing
house-bikes about
• Smoke whatever they find on the beach
While we at the Koala in no way endorse symbiotic relationships of this nature, we foresee that the two factions will never agree
to a formal declaration of terms. We believe that the two will operate at SDSU, and perhaps one day further north at UCSD or
USD, one collecting the daytime cans of soda drinkers and hardcore alcoholics. The other awakening at night to collect the cans
of less alcoholic alcoholics.
And let’s all give a big cheer to our San Diego lawmakers. Again, instead of fixing a problem, they just moved it around.

Slanty vaginas provide better access
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If you could go back in time and kill anyone, who would it be?

Alex Trudelle
I’d kill Lincoln, because
there wouldn’t be any of
those annoying timeline catastrophes that kept the Back
to the Future movies going
for so long, but I’d also get
to kill someone important.

Eric Olney
I would go back in time
and kill myself just to fuck
with the time-space continuum. I’d make it look like
a suicide too, so as not to
arouse too much suspicion.

Buz Danger

Treat Williams. Substitute
3 is just that bad of a movie.

Alex M.
JFK, because I would have
made it simple. I would’ve just
walked up and handled my
business. No drama, no conspiracy. Just me. I’m doing this
for the environment, might I
mention. As a result of the killing, I would save a lot of trees
that were cut down for several
piece-of-shit conspiracy books.

Kristy Cakes
Being a pacifist, I would never actually
travel through time to kill people. Yet,
if I had to kill anyone it’d be Mother
fucking Theresa. She had no kids at all.
That bitch. Or the red-lipsticked whore
from the Progressive car commercials.
I’d stab out her eyes with a tricked-out
nametag. Hope she has insurance...

Zach Campbell
Steve Jobs. He made computers
“hip”, sexy and way too damn
easy to use. And they tend to fail
worse than a PC with anything
semi-complicated. I’d force feed
him silicone components before
they even had their own “Valley”.
Then, I would BBQ Justin Long’s
fetus and feed it to Bill Gates to
make sure he’s all fit and happy.

George L.
My first thought was to kill the
guy that invented condoms.
But then I realized that this
wasn’t going to be a good longterm solution. So I propose
killing the guy that first figured out that sex led to babies.

Koala Membership Test: If you can solve either of these puzzles you could be a
writer for The Koala!

This could be
you!!!

Meet up with us Thursday at the Aztec Center Food
Court. It’s where Louie’s, Sbarro and Steak Escape are.
We will be there around 6 P.M. We’ll be the jaunty looking fellows laughing at our own genius.
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When you sleep with a dead body, you sleep with every body that dead body has slept with.

This glorious production of the Koala was
brought to you via slip ‘n slide sponsored by:
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And Now, The Only Party
We Have to Review
Comic-Con 7/23-7/27:
When I was growing up, I played Tomb Raider religiously. Not
because I dug adventures, or because I was a fan of action games.
No. I played Tomb Raider because as a fresh faced 8 year old, I
liked tits.
   So when I went to my first Comic Con I was expecting to get a
vast amount of boners at all the fine young geek chicks dressed as
Laura Croft.
JESUS FUCK CHRIST I’VE NEVER BEEN SO WRONG.
From left to right, I was surrounded by fat, overweight, scantily
clad fuck ass chicks dressed as Laura Croft, Princess Leia, Emma
Frost, Wonder Woman (oh god my brain!), Super Girl, you name it,
a fat chick wore it. It felt like a Hutt Halloween party where Jabba
came dressed as Slave Leia. I couldn’t hear myself think over the
sound of my dick screaming. But not only was there horrifically
overweight women, there was men walking around in costumes
with their little dicks poking through their nylons. I’m not just talking about the Tron Guy, I’m speaking of dudes dressed as an Overweight Robin with the pecker poking right through for the world
to see. It was terrible, awful and I didn’t want to live in that world
anymore.

That was my first Comic Con.
Every year since then I drag my slim ass back to Comic Con begrudgingly and try and avoid the mass of matter and fat that roams the con
floor like raptors guarding their nest.
   This year was different though. Something had changed at Comic Con 2008. As I walked the floor and saw exhibits for Sci Fi TV (Oh
look, it’s the same set up as last year!) and NBC’s Heroes Blowing Villains area place, and other bits of crap, I noticed something. I had
elbow room! It was amazing. There was a serious lack of fatties. {As in fat people}. Then my eyes caught something glorious. The greatest set of cleavage I’ve ever seen. Ever. A woman walked passed me dressed as Cat Woman, and my fantasy Comic Con boner was finally
achieved. Fireworks went off, angels blew on trumpets, and I walked with a smile on my face. There were hot women at this comic con.
Extremely hot. Stuff of legend!
So that was a pleasant surprise and made comic con just tad more fun than its previous years. However there was still the ungodly
amount of people, causing that of which I like to call Con-Funk™ which is the full mass of all the disgusting early morning breath escaping into the convention floor causing people’s lungs to fill with the equivalent of Satan’s fart dust. With the good, comes the bad as
always. But overall it was a pretty sweet. There was great panels including one for Watchmen, and some pretty sweet booths on the floor
(Dharma Initiative anyone?). Not to mention Harold and Kumar were there with a Unicorn. That was awesome.
Overall, I’d say that because of all the Hot Women, it was better than previous years, however the Con-Funk lowers the grade of the
overall party of Comic Con. That and I didn’t get blown by a chick dressed as Zelda in the bathroom. Which is unfortunate.

Comic - Con 2008 gets 3 out of 42 Fat Heros.

KOALA GOT THE HOOK UP.

SDSU KOALA READERS

get v.i.p.

'til last call

@ Club Universal

ColLEGE THURSDAYS
2 Get on the v.i.p. list
holla @
sdsukoala@gmail.com
or on myspace @
www.myspace.com/sdsukoala
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Koala Personals

am i the only person on this campus that
hasn’t done coke before?? ya really out did
yourself sdsu. now only if u can bust all
those a crack hoes

to Rocha #30, that fine ass guy on the soccer
team...damn ur sexy as hell. everytime i see
you i just wanna do u right then and there.
next time i see you...its going down.
to all the USFC org’s u frats are a joke, suck
my dick long and slow
to the fucking rapists on montezuma, quit
trying to get in my pants, ur ugly, u smell,
and i only hang out with you guys to get
fucked up for free,
to that fuckin BITCH KIM (stokley)!:
Thanks for not giving a fuck. You made this
school year blow a fat black cock. I hope
you fuckin get fired!! Kiss my ass!
with love,
the greek community
to all the wack ass bitches who party with
their vagina hanging out of their dresses...
stop being such whores, but wait you cant
stop cuz thats what you like to do... too bad
your the reason for the syphillis outbreak
here @ SDSU, you guys are probably
all AXO HOES who fuckin did some
BJ’s for some blow... SUCK ON THAT
MUTHAFUCKASSS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
to all u stupid motherfuckin drug slanging
frat boys... u fuckin money laundering
assholes... u should fuckin be ashamed
of yourselves, have u no shame and no
pride for your organization? i hope that
when you guys go to prison that you get
butthole pleasured everynight by “tiny”
the pedophile! (dumbasses: who the fuck
gets arrested for drugs the semester before
they are set to graduate? ROT IN PRISON
MOTHERFUCKER!!!)
to the short mexican guy who makes fries at
cuic... you are so fucking FINE! when i see
you i just want to bang you. meet me in the
cuic bathroom and lets get it on! D
dear clay tyler,
get a microphone and take some public
speaking classes. jesus. you’re more boring
than the WNBA.
Dear DEA,
Thanks for the heads up.
The Greek System
P.S.
suck on our ballsacks
To all whores with std’s. Stop having sex..
You sluts--SAE
to the tall hot skiny guy passing out koalas,
i saw yur meat sausage when you where
siting down and jesus christ you need to
fuck me!
-legs open
To The Ugly Asian Girls Who Think They
Are Cute: NOT!!!! You are ugly girls who

Got to vent about that fat slut of a roommate you have? Need a forum to hypothesize the creation of a super-crab living in
your last lay’s va-jay-jay?
We proudly present the Koala Personals.

Send yours at sdsu.koalahq.com

need to stop squinting when you are looking at me.
Take your cheap ass Dooney and Bourke bag and go
drive your old ass van back to Spring Valley to your
5 ft boyfriend.
Sincerely,
All the white girls
To whomever wrote the personal about PhiKap, to
whomever got them suspended, and to everyone
who is with me, I salute you.
Love,
Your Karma
Random Thoughts:
Dear Koala, why do you repeat some Personals on
your page?
You know, I’ve seen you Koala Staff on campus
you guys look...cool but nerdy. Then again maybe it
takes some nerdness to publish a newspaper.
Notice that as soon as the Koala went on drugs, the
DEA comes in?
P.S. I find it really funny when you insult the Daily
Aztec keep it up!
Random Thoughts:
Dear Koala, why do you repeat some Personals on
your page?
You know, I’ve seen you Koala Staff on campus
you guys look...cool but nerdy. Then again maybe it
takes some nerdness to publish a newspaper.
Notice that as soon as the Koala went on drugs, the
DEA comes in?
P.S. I find it really funny when you insult the Daily
Aztec keep it up!
Dear Bald Guy who works with us in Receiving,
you are hott as fuck!! we want you on our vajays
asap twice niner...come eat our box you shy dirrty
bird!! Fuck you lil mikey g you’re a toolshed!!
<3 ur horny wet creepers
all the sorority girls who have nothin better to do u
need to meet up with ur mom and fuck them.
Dear Crocs,
My friends and I call you that because of the
stunning Red Crocs you wear on a regular basis.
You, your red hair, and you large ... physique are
intoxicating to my roomate and I. We talk about you
constantly, and argue over who gets to have your
children. I know your gay, but I’ve got some pretty
good ovaries, and large boobs so I hope we can
work this out.
Love,
your adoring (and eager) UT girls
ROOMS FOR RENT!!! Theta Chi house,
immediate move ins available!!!
Dear girl whose ass got grabbed in ps6, it was
flabby...
love, suspect
hey frat guys
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the DEA got you!
-AH

Dear Stephen Weber, the DEA, SDSU
Police, and the Media,
Fuck you.
-Everybody
can I come back to school from the DSP
incident?
im tired of fucking my gf and fucking
someone else in secret is so much work
If you’re reading this you are a whore!
Dear Koala,
Maybe the Daily Aztec won’t play sloshball
with you because you creep everyone the
fuck out. You are collectively that nerdy guy
from high school that didn’t shower enough,
drew shitty wanna-be anime, stared at tits
without blinking, and wore shorts above
your knees without shaving your cankles.
Now you’re in college and you failed the
WPA all three times, so you decided to start
a newspaper that looks and sounds like one
long ass shitty ninth-grader’s LiveJournal
entry. When your mental maturity gets
above that of a 14-year-old goth kid, people
will start to take you seriously.
Scornfully,
Not The Daily Aztec
Dear Chief Browning,
You are a big scary black man. Please move
your office to downtown and get away from
your cushy desk job here at SDSU. We
are not criminals, we do not need a police
station on campus, nor do we need the chief
of SD police stationed here. Thanks for
bending over and letting the DEA take those
100+ collars from you.
With hate,
SDSU students just trying to get by
Top 5 reasons to become an alcoholic this
year at SDSU
-The DEA took your Medicinal Marijuana
Crop
-It is socially acceptable
-Nobody ever died from drinking to much,
that Jenny chick died from being GREEK,
taking to many drugs, AND Drinking to
much.
-The DEA arrested all your friends, and now
you have nothing else to do.
-SDSU has a bar on campus
- You can’t smoke and fly any more so you
might as well drink and drive.
UCSD pussy tastes and smells like soy
sauce with fish.
Megan D
You are fake and orange.
Daily Aztec Humor Section
Your jokes are like STDs, I don’t get ‘em.
Any ladies tryin to fuck? (18+ need not
apply)
To all whores with std’s. Stop having sex..
You sluts--SAE

